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Chapter 4 
Crests and Coats of Arms 

In my introduction to this family history I made a somewhat flippant comment regarding the 

MARTER family coat of arms.  The time has now come to delve a little further into the arcane 

world of heraldry and examine how the granting of arms is carried out, and to examine the 

complete heraldic achievement, also known as the coat of arms, of those that purportedly have 

been granted to an individual, or family, with the surname of MARTER or MARTYR. 

The Right to Arms:                      

I have previously alluded to the problems associated with the improper use of coats of arms and 

crests.  Indeed, surprisingly few people who use them today have the right to do so.   

Armorial bearings do not appertain to all persons of a given surname but belong to, and are used 

to identify, members of one particular family.  Coats of arms and crests are a form of property 

and may only be rightfully used by the male-line descendants of an individual to whom they 

were first granted or confirmed by the appropriate heraldic authority. i   

To establish a right to arms by inheritance it is necessary to prove descent from an ancestor who 

is already recorded as being entitled to arms as shown in the registers of the College of Arms, 

Queen Victoria Street, London EC4V 4BT, United Kingdom. 

Officers of the College of Arms often assist museums, antique dealers and auctioneers who want 

to identify a particular coat of arms or crest, so that the provenance of an object can be verified.  

In a similar vein, many family historians and genealogists wish to either identify a crest or coat 

of arms to aid them in their research.  The College has a huge repository of resources to help it 

identify crests and coats of arms including pictorial indices to armorial devices as well as printed 

and manuscript sources. 

In order for the reader to more fully understand the heraldic system, it is necessary to have a 

brief dissertation on heraldry starting with the components of a complete heraldic achievement 

which consists of the: crest, mantle, helm, crown, shield, supporters, and motto.  
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Crest   Mantle   Helm   Crown   Shield   Supporters   Motto 

 

Fig 4-1  Components of a Complete Heraldic Achievement 1 ii 

Components of a Complete Heraldic Achievement:        

 Crest:  A three-dimensional figure or symbol affixed to the top of a helmet, usually 

 derived from, or relating to, the arms on the shield.  The crest often sits on a torse, which 

 is a wreath created by twisting the shield’s primary colour and metal together.  It may 

 also be positioned on coronets or caps of maintenance.  A particular crest is not usually 

 ‘owned’ by any individual; rather it is shared by many individuals of different families. 

Mantle:  A mantle is a military habit, used in ancient times by commanders in the field to 

manifest their dignity, repel the extremities of the weather, and to preserve their armour 

from rust. iii  The outer colour is traditionally the primary colour and the lining the 

primary metal from the shield.  Technically, it is not a part of the official blazon except 

that sometimes the colours are specified and the design varies in accordance with the 

herald's or artist's preference.  The mantle is said to represent the cloth that hung from the 

wreath and protected the back of the head and neck, even though it may often be depicted 

more like the leaves of a plant. 

                                                             
1  Heraldic Dictionary of Notre Dame University, USA – Components of a Complete Heraldic Achievement.  Notre 
Dame web site: http://www.rarebooks.nd.edu/digital/heraldry/achievement.html.  Using this image, pass the 
computer mouse over the headings “Crest   Mantle   Helm   Crown   Shield   Supporters   Motto”, and the 
appropriate heraldic component will be highlighted with the others being ‘faded out’.  
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Fig 4-2  Tudor Manuscript showing Crests, on Torses with Mantles, but without Shields iv 

Helm:  The word helm is derived from the word helmet.  Helmets were worn in battle 

with the stylization sometimes signifying the rank, status or nobility of the person bearing 

the arms.  Many were adorned with buckles, studs, and circles of gold and decorated with 

jewels. v 

 

Fig 4-3  Styles of Helmets vi 
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The examples at Fig 4-4 above show etchings of some ancient helmets.  However, in 

many coats of arms today the helmet is rather stylized giving a more ‘pleasing’ look for 

the owner of the arms. 

Crown:  Present only in the achievement of those entitled to bear it, the crown 

representing the rank of a nobleman. 

Shield or Escutcheon:  The shield, or escutcheon, represents the original shield, buckler 

or target used in war on which under a very wide variety of shapes and colours, arms 

were blazoned.  The shield may also be called the coat-of-arms, arms or armorial, the 

design of which is exclusive the individual to whom they were granted.  

Supporter:  Supporters are figures, animals or birds, which stand on each side of the 

shield, and seem to support the same.  They were originally designed to be merely 

decorative in nature but over time became synonymous with the bearer’s achievements. 

 

Fig 4-4  Heraldic Supporters – Lions rampant vii 

Motto:  The motto is a word or short sentence inserted into a scroll under, and sometimes 

over, a coat of arms.  Mottos are not exclusive to an individual or family and are 

frequently chosen by the bearer to express the predominant passion, moral or religious 

sentiment, or of some action, for which he was distinguished.   They can be changed at 

will and often constitute a slightly humorous pun. 

Tinctures:  The tincture is the colour of anything in the coat-of-arms.  Tinctures can be divided 

into several categories.  
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1.  Light tinctures called metals: or and argent, namely gold and silver, because they are 

often represented by yellow and white, and are of themselves considered to be of those 

colours.  Fig 4-6 illustrates these metals and interestingly provides the colour saturation 

values to replicate them accurately ‘on screen’.  

 Metal Name R-G-B Value 

 or (gold) 255-220-10 

 ar (argent = silver) 240-240-240 
 

Fig 4-5  The Light Tinctures or and argent  viii 
 

2.  Dark tinctures, or colours: gules/red, azure/blue, vert/green, purpure/purple, and 

sable/black - see Fig 4-6 below.  The use of three others: sanguine/blood-red, 

tenne/orange-tawny, and murrey/reddish-purple were introduced subsequently and these 

non-standard colours are referred to as stains. 

 

Fig 4-6  Heraldic Tincture Nomenclature ix 
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3.  Furs such as ermine and vair are regular patterns which represent actual furs.  Ermine 

is represented by a silver field containing sable-coloured markings which mimic the 

winter coat of the stoat, which is white with a black tail.  Many furs would be sewn 

together producing a pattern of small black spots on a white field. 

 

Fig 4-7  The Ermine Fur 

Vair originated from alternate patterned pieces of fur from a species of squirrel with a 

blue-grey back and a white belly.  Basic vair consists of rows of small bell-like shapes of 

alternating blue and white, nowadays usually drawn with straight edges.   

The bells on the next row down are placed with their bottoms facing the bottoms of the 

bells on the row above and, so forth, down.  

 

Fig 4-8  The Vair Fur 

A charge tinctured proper (ppr) is coloured as it is found in nature.  There is a whole 

range of rules of tincture, but the most important is that “metal must never be placed 

upon metal, nor colour upon colour, for the sake of contrast.”  

Ordinaries:  The ordinaries are geometric figures on the escutcheon which, because of their 

ordinary and frequent use, have become standard.  In the early days of heraldry, very simple bold 
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rectilinear shapes were painted on shields which could be easily recognized at a long distance 

and could be easily remembered.   

They therefore served the main purpose of heraldry identification.  There are generally accepted 

to be nine main ordinaries as illustrated in Fig 4-9, namely: cross, chief, pale, bend, bend sinister, 

fess, inescutcheon, saltire, and chevron. 

cross chief pale 

   

 

bend bend sinister  fess 

   

 

inescutcheon saltire chevron 

 

  

 

Fig 4-9  Ordinaries (above) and Fig 4-10  Sub-ordinaries (below) x 

There is a separate set of sub-ordinaries which we need to know about and these are: 

orle  tressure  double tressure  
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Charges - General:  A charge is any object or figure placed on a heraldic shield or on any other 

object of an armorial composition.  Any object found in nature or technology may appear as a 

heraldic charge in armory.  Charges can be animals, objects, or geometric shapes.  Apart from 

the ordinaries, the most frequent charges are: the cross and its hundreds of variations, the lion 

and the eagle.  Some examples of each are illustrated in Fig 4-11 and Fig 4-12 below: 

Greek cross  cross-moline cross-patonce 

  

 
 

 
cross fourchee cross pattee Maltese cross  

  

 
 

Fig 4-11  Examples of Heraldic Crosses xi
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  
 

Top row from L to R: passant, passant guardant over passant reguardant, statant, statant 
guardant, and couchant. 

Bottom row from L to R: rampant, rampant guardant, rampant reguardant, rampant with two 
heads, two lions rampant combatant. 

Fig 4-12  Examples of Heraldic Lions xii 
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Other common animals are stags, wild boar, martlets, and fish.  Dragons, bats, unicorns, griffins, 

and more exotic monsters often appear as both charges and supporters.  Some other, less 

common charges are shown in Fig 4-13 below: 

 

Fig 4-13  Examples of Heraldic Charges xiii 
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Top row from L to R: eagle close, eagle rising wings elevated & addorsed, eagle rising wings 
endorsed and inverted, eagle rising wings elevated & displayed, and eagle rising wings 
displayed & inverted. 

Bottom row from L to R: eagle displayed, eagle displayed with wings inverted, double-headed 
eagle displayed, Napoleonic eagle. 

Fig 4-14  Examples of Heraldic Eagles xiv 

Field of the Shield or Escutcheon:  To fully understand blazoning, or describing in heraldic 

terms of a coat of arms, a brief description of the place names of the escutcheon field is needed. 

 

A: dexter chief B: centre chief  C: sinister chief 

D: dexter  E: centre (fesse point) F: sinister 

G: dexter base  H: centre base  I: sinister base 

J: honour point K: nombril point 

Fig 4-15  Place Names of the Escutcheon Field xv  
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Heraldic Charges - MARTER/MARTYR Family Crests: 

Griffin:  The griffin, or gryphon, is a mythical creature or monster with the head, wings 

and talons of an eagle and the body and hind legs of a lion.  It is thus composed of the 

most royal of the birds and the beasts.   

The griffin was thought to find and guard mines of gold and hidden treasures.  It is a 

principal device in heraldry, signifying valour, strength, vigilance, and perseverance.      

A distinctive feature of the griffin is that it has large ears which stand up from its head.   

               Fig 4-16  Griffin segreant (left) & Griffin passant (right) xvi 

The griffin can be found in all the heraldic positions such as segreant, passant, sejant etc.   

Segreant signifies a griffin erect on its hind-legs with the wings indorsed (placed back to 

back) and displayed ready to fly.   

Strangely, the male griffin does not have wings but is adorned with ‘spikes’ which are 

coloured or to represent the sun’s rays. 

Flory and Counter-flory:  Flory signifies being flowered with the French lily.  The 

shield below shows a double tressure flory-counter-flory with flories on the inner edge of 

the inside tressure, and on the outside of the outer tressure.  Also see Fig 4-10b.  

 

Fig 4-17  Double tressure flory-counter-flory xvii 
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Counterchanged:  When a charge is placed across a division line, or ordinary, it may be 

blazoned counterchanged.  This means that the charge is divided the same way as the 

field it is placed upon, with the colours reversed. 

 

Fig 4-18  Arms of Behnsdorf 2 Germany "per pale Argent and Vert a tilia eradicated 
counterchanged” xviii 

Seems familiar?  For those of you who have good memories, this coat of arms should 

smoothly drift your mind back to the very start of this book. 

Quarterly:  Quartering is a method of joining several different coats-of-arms together in 

one shield by dividing the shield into equal parts and placing different coats of arms in 

each division.  When a coat of arms is divided into four parts, which is usually party per 

cross, it is said to be quartered.   

 

Fig 4-19  Basic Diagram of a Shield which has been Quartered  

                                                             
2  Behnsdorf is a village and a former municipality in the Börde district of Saxony-Anhalt, Germany. 
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The divisions are numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, beginning at the dexter chief, and most frequently 

Nos. 1 and 4 are alike, as also are Nos. 2 and 3.  An example of quartering is shown 

below: 

 

Fig 4-20  Simple Case of the Quartering of two Coats of Arms xix 

Chapeau:  The chapeau, or cap of maintenance, is made of crimson velvet and forms 

part of the heraldic section dealing with crowns and coronets.  The chapeau was worn by 

nobility and took its name of maintenance from the ducal hat which Pope Julius II sent, 

together with a sword, to King Henry VIII, in maintenance of the faith, and which is now 

termed Defender of the Faith. xx   

Indorsed:  This term is used for birds, griffins, and other charges which have wings that 

are placed back to back, i.e. their upper wing surfaces face each other.  This is not to be 

confused with the tern endorsed which is when two things are placed back to back such 

as lions or keys. xxi 

Ostrich:  The ostrich, the largest bird in the world is often represented holding a horse-

shoe or a key, or any article made of iron because of the myth about the bird’s ability to 

digest almost anything.  From its extraordinary stature, striking peculiarities, tremendous 

speed, and valuable plumes, the ostrich is much used in heraldry. 

Palm & Palm Branches/Leaves:  The palm and its leaves are emblems of victory and 

justice.  This goes back to the ancient Egyptians who represented the year by a palm tree, 

and the month by one of its branches. xxii  This has been translated in heraldry to represent 

continuous righteous strength because, even if a limb is cut off, another will grow in its 

place, whereas cypress and pine tree limbs once cut off, will never sprout again.  
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Rose:  In blazon, the following should be observed viz., “argent a rose gules, barbed and 

seeded proper.  The rose is blazoned gules; the leaves are called barbed, and are always 

green, as the seed in the middles is yellow; the word proper should be omitted in 

blazoning for it could not be understood of what colour, as there are two sorts, white and 

red.” xxiii  The last comment refers to the fact that in 1385, Edward, Duke of York, took 

the white rose as his badge, and John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster took the red rose for 

his device.  

 

Fig 4-21  Heraldic Roses:  

House of York (white) Above xxiv  and House of Lancaster (red) - Below xxv 

 

 

Segreant:  Segreant signifies a griffin erect on its hind-legs, with the wings indorsed, and 

displayed as ready to fly: see Fig 4-16 (left). 

Torse:  The torse or wreath is attire for the head, made of linen or silk of two different tinctures 

twisted together, which the ancient knights wore when equipped for tournaments.  The colours of 

the silk are usually taken from the principal metal and colour contained in the coat of arms of the 

bearer. xxvi 

The MARTER/MARTYR Crests:  We now come to the nitty-gritty of the chapter by looking 

at what the heraldic world has to offer us in the way of records for MARTER and MARTYR 
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crests.  To date, by using Google eBooks and Internet Archives resources, the earliest reference I 

have found to a MARTER crest is 1815 in Elven’s Heraldry, Plate 51, crest 2. 3  The book does 

not describe any crests but comprises a series of etched plates with an index at the back that has 

surnames in alphabetical order, cross-referenced to a plate and crest number.  Unfortunately, the 

individual crests, as reproduced in the etchings, are not of sufficiently high quality to warrant 

being shown here. 

The earliest reference to a MARTYR crest is 1817 in Volume I of Alexander Deuchar’s British 

Crests, where on page 197, a description is provided and advising that the crest is illustrated on 

Plate 29, crest 10.  The crest is described as: 

“MARTYR, Eng.  An ostrich’s head, argent, collared, or, between two palm 
branches, vert.  Pl. 29. cr. 10”. 4 

The translation of this crest is: an ostrich head coloured red, with a gold collar, set between two 

green palm branches.  The crest is reproduced at Fig 4-22 below: 

 

Fig 4-22  The MARTYR Crest as depicted in Volume II of Alexander Deuchar’s British Crests 
of the Families of Great Britain and Ireland of 1817 

                                                             
3   Elven’s Heraldry: comprising upwards of 2500 different Crests; selected from Nisbet, Guillam, McKenzie, 
Edmonson and others, from the Croisades down to the present time, also the different terms, with remarks and 
observations,  by J. P. Elven, London, 1815.  Printed by J, Barfield, 91, Wardour Street. 

4  British Crests: containing the Crests and Mottos of the Families of Great Britain and Ireland; together with those 
of the Principal Cities; and a Glossary of Heraldic Terms. Alexander Deuchar, Seal Engraver to His Royal Highness 
the Prince Regent.  Engraved by Robert Kirkwood from original drawings by G. Sanders, and J. Grant. Vol. I, 
Edinburgh, Published by Kirkwood & Son, Parliament Square; and R Ackermann, Strand, London, 1817. 
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Because I eventually found a Volume II which contained the illustration plates, we have the 

description as well as an illustration. xxvii  The abbreviation “Eng.” means English and does not 

stand for the heraldic term engrailed.   

In 1829, J. P. Elven’s The Heraldry of Crests was printed with the MARTER crest being detailed 

on page 81 and illustrated on Plate 70, crest 2. xxviii  Again, the quality of this plate etching is 

rather poor and although the Elven’s 1847 The Book of Family Crests Volume I should have an 

illustration for MARTER at Plate 70, crest 2,  it is missing from the copy I viewed with the plate 

numbers running: 68, 69, 71, & 72!  It is not until 1851, with the publication of Volume II of     

J. P. Elven’s The Book of Family Crests, that we read the description of the MARTER crest thus: 

“MARTER, on a chapeau, gu., turned up erm., an eagle rising, ppr.                 

pl.70, n.2.” 5  

The translation of the crest is: an eagle rising, natural colour, on a red chapeau with ermine. 

However, I was unable to find a copy of the 1851, Volume I, of Fairbairn’s The Book of Family 

Crests illustrating the crests, and I had to resort to using the best I could find that was a plate 

from his 1911, Volume Second, of Fairbairn’s Crests of the Families of Great Britain and 

Ireland, Plate 114, cr 13. xxix  See Fig 4-23 below. 

 

Fig 4-23  The MARTER Crest as depicted in Volume II of Fairbairn’s Crests of Families                      
in Great Britain & Ireland of 1911  

                                                             
5  The Book of Family Crests; Comprising nearly every Family Bearing, properly Blazoned and Explained, 
accompanied by upwards of Four Thousand Engravings, illustrative of the Crests of the Peers and Baronets – nearly 
every Family of England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland, and The Colonies etc., etc. With the surnames of the Bearers, 
alphabetically arranged, a Dictionary of Mottos, an Essay on the Origin of Arms, Crests, etc., and a Glossary of 
Terms. Sixth Edition, Vol II .  London, Henry Washbourne, New Bridge Street, Blackfriars.  MDCCCLI. 
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In the 1854 issue of Elven’s The Heraldry of Crests, Seventh Edition, Enlarged, the MARTER 

crest is described as before; however, the MARTYR crest previously described is absent.  

Furthermore, another, different MARTYR crest appears blazoned as follows:   

“MARTYR, a griffin segreant, or, wings indorsed, ar., (holding a rose, gu., 
stalked and leaved, ppr.)  pl.24, n. 35.” 6 

The translation of this crest is: a gold griffin segreant, with red wings indorsed, holding a red 

rose with natural coloured stalk and leaves. 

No surprise for you to be told that Volume I containing the illustrations of the family crests was 

not to be found on the Internet!  But Fairbairn’s Crests of the Families of Great Britain and 

Ireland, Volume First and Second, printed in1860, came to the rescue by providing a ‘three of a 

kind’ of MARTER and MARTYR crests accompanied by their blazons.   

Volume the First provided the same crest blazons as previously dated books but the copy of 

Volume Second containing the crest etchings, had cunningly been digitally compiled with the 

highest plate number of 144 at the start of the volume rather than at the end!  

The quality of the MARTER (eagle crest) was poor but that for the MARTYR (ostrich crest) was 

good.  The MARTYR (griffin crest) was also poor but its description had an addition compared 

to previous ones: 

“MARTYR, a griffin segreant, or, wings indorsed, ar., (holding a rose, gu., 
stalked and leaved, ppr.)  Pl. 67, cr. 13, (rose, pl. 117, cr. 10)” xxx 

When I looked at Plate 67, crest 13, the griffin was not holding anything at all in (rose, pl. 117, 

cr. 10) - see Fig 4-24, and all it was doing was directing me towards what the rose would have 

looked like had the griffin been holding one!  Following this up revealed that the rose had a 

‘bug’, not of the computer type but of the insect type, as a companion.  This insect, whatever it 

is, is not part of the MARTYR crest!  

                                                             
6  The Book of Family Crests; Comprising nearly every Family Bearing, with its Blazonry, accompanied by upwards 
of Four thousand Engravings, illustrative of the Crests of the Peers and Baronets and nearly every Family of 
England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland, The Colonies etc., etc, Alphabetically arranged with the surnames of the 
Bearers, a Dictionary of Mottos, an Essay on the Origin of Arms, Crests, etc., and a Glossary of Terms. Seventh 
Edition, Vol II - Dictionary .  London, Henry Washbourne & Co., Ivy Lane, Paternosters Row. MDCCCLIV. 
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Fig 4-24  Rose as depicted in Volume Second of Fairbairn’s Crests 1860, Plate 117, Crest 10 

The best example of a griffin segreant for the MARTYR crest was found on Plate 86; crest 10 of 

Volume II of Fairbairn’s Crests of 1883, although the entry read “comp. 86. 10”.  When looking 

at this griffin segreant at Fig 4-25 below, it should be noted that the torse should not be present 

and that the rose is absent.  Indeed, although I found crests of segreant griffins holding suns, 

anchors, banners, helmets, hatchets, and swords, there was none depicting a griffin holding a 

rose!   Fairbairn’s crest of 1883 is reproduced below: 

 

Fig 4-25  The MARTYR ‘Crest’ as depicted in Volume II of Fairbairn’s Crests of Families                      
in Great Britain & Ireland of 1883  

Fairbairn’s Crests of the Families of Great Britain and Ireland, Volume Second, of 1860 has a 

few more surprises in store.  In the “Keys to Crest Plates” section were the following entries: 

“Plate 49.  7:  Beckman, Bunn, Martyr.” 

“Plate 67.  13.  Ackworth, Annand, Benyon, Bold, Chisenal, Chisnenhall, 
Clifford, Colley, Cooke, Cooling, Cross, Davies, De Morton, Duffin, Finch, 
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Foley, Gamage, Grimshaw, Knolles, Lewis, Lovett, Martyn (sic), Morgan, 
Morton, Parkhurst, Pleasaunce, Reed, Sandes, Sandy, Sandys, Stern, Woodhouse, 
Worster.” 

“Plate 114.  13.  Kittermasten, Kydermaster, Marter, O’Donovan, Styles, 
Worden.” 

Needless to say I found this surprising as, in my naïvety, I had assumed that every family crest 

was unique but, to have to share with so many?  On reflection; however, with all the options on 

the rest of the coat of arms, this cross did not seem so dreadful to bear! 

During my extensive searches for family crests I was impressed by some of the colourful artwork 

which had been included as folios in some of the volumes I came across.  The two folios which I 

thought showed the greatest contrast in style were the following: 

 

Fig 4-26  Folio Illustration from Fairbairn’s Book of Crests of 1905, Volume I 7 

                                                             
7  Although the folio of this particular Volume I, which is held by the Allen County Public Library Genealogy 
Center, Fort Wayne, Indiana, USA, states the year of printing as being 1905, the preface is dated 1892.  The 
difference results from the fact that the 1892 Edition was reprinted in 1905 but included the preface of the 1892 
Edition.  Page v to the preface to the 1905 Edition clarifies this. 
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Fig 4-27  Folio Illustration from Fairbairn’s 1911 Crests of the Leading Families of                               
Great Britain and Ireland 

Having covered the crests for the MARTER and MARTYR families we can move on to the rest 

of the coat of arms.  Once more I consulted the Internet for references to these families and, in 

particular, searched for copies of Burke’s General Armory which I knew would be a primary 

source of information.  The results were a disappointment because there was no reference to the 

MARTER crest in Burke’s Encyclopaedia of Heraldry or General Armory of England, Scotland, 

and Ireland which was published in 1844, 1847, 1851 or 1884, and there was only one 

MARTYR crest included in these editions and which was blazoned as follows:  

“MARTYR.  Ar. An eagle displ. within a double tressure flory counterflory gu.; 
on a chief, quarterly, or and of the second, a rose betw. two lions ramp. in fesse, 
counterchanged.  Crest – A griffin, segreant, or, wings endorsed az. supporting a 
rose gu. Stalked and leaved vert.”  

Translated, this blazon describes the original colours of the MARTYR arms thus: 

Silver; a red eagle with its wings spread, within a red double tressure flory, 
counterflory border; on an upper third quartered gold and red, a red rose between 
two lions attacking, placed side by side and counterchanged.  The crest: a gold 
griffin segreant with blue wings holding a red rose with green stalk and leaves. 
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Whilst this is the first blazon to mention the shield, the description of the crest is almost identical 

to those found in Elven’s The Book of Family Crests of 1847, 1851, 1854, and 1882 as well as 

Fairbairn’s Crests of the Families of Great Britain and Ireland of 1860, 1883, and 1892.  The 

only difference is in the crest with the tincture of the griffin’s wings, which are argent in all the 

above volumes except Fairbairn’s 1892 where it is recorded as azure.   

So, do we have a possible conflict, a printing error, or two separate coats of arms for MARTYR? 

Consulting the Society of Genealogists leaflet The Right to Arms, dated 2009, lead me to search 

in two indexes of arms granted to families in England during the following periods: prior to 

1687, as listed in Grantees of Arms (Harleian Society, Vol. 66, 1915), and 1687-1898, as listed in 

Grantees of Arms II (Harleian Society, Vols. 67(A-J) & 68 (K-Z), 1916-17).  Volume 66 

contained no records of MARTYR, but Volume 68 had one entry: 

“MARTYR  to COBHAM,   .  .  .  .  (minor), of Berks. And co. Kent, [1812]   
Vol. XXVII, fol. 283.” xxxi 

This entry ties in with the London Gazette issue of the 16th February, 1813 xxxii as follows: 

             Whitehall, August 20, 1810. 
 

The King has been graciously pleased to grant unto Joseph Martyr, of Greenwich, in the 
county of Kent, Esq. on behalf of his youngest son Alexander Cobham Martyr, an infant, 
His Majesty's royal licence and authority, that his youngest son the said Alexander  
Cobham Martyr, and his issue, may take and use the surname and bear the arms of 
Cobham only, out of grateful and affectionate respect to the memory of Alexander 
Cobham, late of Shinfield-Place, in the county of Berks, Esq. deceased, and in 
compliance with an injunction contained in his will; such arms being first duly 
exemplified according to the laws of arms, and recorded in the Heralds Office, otherwise 
His Majesty's royal licence and permission to be void and of none effect: 
And also to order, that this His royal concession and declaration be registered in His 
College of Arms. 

 
 
As there was no blazoning of these granted arms readily available to me, I wrote to the College 

of Arms, London enquiring about such information.  A prompt reply from Timothy Duke, 

Chester Herald was received in which he provided the details of the granting of the arms and 

their description as follows: 
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“By patent of the Kings of Arms dated 25 May 1813 (and pursuant to a Royal Licence 

dated 20 August 1810), Alexander Cobham Cobham (formerly Alexander Cobham 

Martyr) was granted the arms Gules on a chevron engrailed between three cinquefoils 8  

Or as many lions rampant Sable and the crest On a Wreath of the Colours (ie Or and 

Gules) A Saracen's head 9 couped at the shoulders proper charged with three cinquefoils 

in fess Or on the head a cap Azure bordered Gules tassel Or.  

(College of Arms Grants 27, 283).” 

 

This full achievement of arms, crest, helm and mantle for the armorial bearings for Alexander 

Cobham Cobham is illustrated in Fig 4-28 below: 10 

 
Fig 4-28  The Armorial Bearings of Alexander Cobham Cobham (1808-1902) 
of Shinfield Grange, Berkshire, England - College Arms Grants 27, 283 xxxiii 

                                                             
8  The cinquefoil, or five-leaved grass, is a common bearing and usually drawn or engraved with the ‘leaves’ 
radiating from a kind of ball as the centre point.  See Fig 4-29. 

9  The Saracen’s head is usually found with a wreath around the temple but in this instance it has a blue cap with red 
edges and a gold tassel. See Fig 4-30 for comparison. 

10  This escutcheon is illustrated on the “MARTYR of GUILDEFORD” family tree and chart as Number 52 and on 
the 7th row, third from the left. 
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     Fig 4-29  The Cinquefoil xxxiv              Fig 4-30  A Saracen’s Head xxxv 

 
It is of interest to note that Alexander Cobham was Sheriff of Berkshire in 1790 but died in 1810 

as a result of a fall from his horse.  Subsequently, Cobham’s home, Shinfield Manor, passed to 

his great-nephew, Alexander Cobham Martyr whose father; Joseph Martyr had married 

Catherine Jane Cobham in 1798.  Alexander Cobham Cobham died in 1902 leaving the property 

to his son Alexander William Cobham, late of the 44th Regiment of Foot. 

 
There are a number of references in volumes by Fairbairn, Deuchar and Burke to crests 

associated with the Cobham name, but the two most interesting ones are those that specifically 

relate to Alexander William Cobham.  The first is in: Burke’s General Armory, 1884, page 208: 

 
“Cobham (Shinfield Grange, co. Berks). Gu. On a chev. Engr. 
Betw. three cinquefoils or, as many lions ramp. sa.  Crest – 
A man’s head sidefaced, couped at the shoulders ppr., with a 
cap gu. turned up ar. fretty  sa, buttoned at the top or. 
Motto – Concordia. 

 
The other entry is in Fairbairn’s Volume I Book of Crests, 1892, page 121 and follows on from a 

description of one Charles Cobham, Esquire, the Shrubbery, Gravesend, Kent with his crest 

being described exactly the same but with “an old man’s head in profile” and with the motto 

“Seire, sapere, facere.”.    The next entry is: 

 
   “Cobham, Alexander William, Shinfield Manor, 
   near Reading, same crest, [Motto] Concordia.” 
 
The difference between the armorial bearing between father and son is the crest where the 

Saracen’s head is replaced by an old man’s head, and the cap, instead of being: “Azure bordered 
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Gules tassel Or”. is “Gules turned up Argent fretty 11 Sable, buttoned at the top Or.”  An 

engraving of an old man wearing a cap, not fretty, and with a tassel is shown in Fig 4-31 below. 

 

 

Fig 4-31  An Old Man wearing a Cap with Tassel xxxvi 

There is yet one final ‘coat of arms’ which seems to have been used by some members of the 

Greenwich MARTYR families (see Chapter 16) and which has been reported on by Alan Bolton, 

an accomplished family historian who completed a very well-researched and detailed family 

history of the BOLTON, MARTYR and other genealogically connected families. xxxvii  Within 

the text of his work there is an Appendix A7 entitled “The Martyr Coat of Arms”.   

Bolton’s investigation into this coat of arms was instigated as a result of his obtaining copies of 

two letters, one written in 1904 and the other in 1905, by the Reverend James Graham de Garlieb 

MARTYR, previously mentioned in Chapter 1, page 18, whilst the latter was in Shanghai, China.  

Bolton later discovered that the 1904 letter was only one of many, almost identical letters, which 

had been sent to other MARTYRs residing in the British Colonies, often using telephone 

directories xxxviii  as the data base for his ‘mass mailing’.  

The 1904 letter talks about James Graham’s family and enquires about a possible family tie 

between their families because one Joseph MARTYR, a brother of his grandfather, had 

emigrated to Sydney, New South Wales, Australia some 60 years previously.  After receiving a 

reply from a MARTYR in Melbourne, Victoria, Australia, which confirmed the family 

connection, James Graham sent a second letter in 1905.   

                                                             
11  In the context of this crest, fretty consists of eight, ten or more black pieces, positioned like a lattice with each 
piece passing over the blue base material of the cap and through to the cap’s seams. 
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In this second letter he makes many grandiose claims about the descent of “our House” from 

Saxon times and the mythical Norse god, Woden, through the Kings of Kent to the time of 

Charles I of England.  Later in the letter he makes claims about MARTYR alliances with some 

of the greatest Houses of England such as Howard and Percy, the Dukes of Norfolk and 

Northumberland respectively.  All this seems incredulous at first reading and one is not 

disappointed to be ‘treated’ to a detailed heraldic outpouring in the letter’s last paragraph with 

the announcement that the MARTYR coat of arms was “granted to Heirs General” thus: 

“Your Arms may be embossed on my last letter, only will be charged with  

the mark of your cadency, 12 that is pollateral line of descent, in the 3rd, 4th, or  

whatever number that degree may be.  They are emblazoned: Argent two bars  

azure under three roses gules in chief for Martyr.  Impaling party per fess  

embattled, argent, in chief battleaxes palewise gules, in base a griffin’s head  

erased gules for Eaglehurst.  Motto: Sine Metu et Verus (Fearless and True).   

Crest: On a wreath gules and argent an armoured hand holding a cross crosslet  

fitchy 13 (pictured below) palewise.  The whole supported on the Breast of a Spread Eagle 

of Gold.”  

 
Fig 4-32  Cross Crosslet Fitchy 

 
To date, I have found no other record of this coat of arms other than that produced James 

Graham de Garlieb MARTYR.  However, there are two other coats of arms which have been 

detailed in a 3-page, type-written document entitled “MARTYR, MARTAR, MARTER or 

MARTIR” as it relates to the Guildford, Surrey family lineage.  This document is dealt with 

more completely in Volume II, Chapter 1 but I have extracted the two relevant Notes: 12. and 15. 

as they specifically relate to coats of arms: 
                                                             
12    In heraldry, cadency is any systematic method of distinguishing similar coats of arms belonging to members of 
the same family such that a given design may be owned by only one person at a time.  
 
13   A cross which has had its lower arm elongated into a point, thereby indicating it would be stuck into the ground. 
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12.  Thomas born Oct. 1591.  Of these 12 he had a sonne John Marter born 1625 whych 

married Judith who died 17 Nov 1669.  The coat of arms of the family at thys time 

Argent a fess and a chief azure, crest, a cubit arm vested azure cuffed argent, grasping in 

the hand a cross-crosslet fitchee gules, with motto Postulo mea iusta. 

As part of a wider search for information relating to possible MARTER/MARTYR coats of arms 

and crests, I wrote to the College of Arms, London on the 30th July 2012 commissioning a search 

of the official registers of the College.  The reply, dated 26th September 2012 xxxix, included a 

section about the coat of arms described in Note 12 above, as follows: 

“I cannot find either the arms or the crest on official record here, for Marter or any other family.  

The arms appear for GONSTON in J. B. Papworth’s An Ordinary of British Armorials (1874) 

[on page 712], but this is an unofficial publication containing numerous unauthorized coats.  A 

crest similar to the one you describe – A cubit arm vested Or cuffed Argent the hand holding 

a cross-crosslet Gules – was entered at the herald’s visitation of Herefordshire made in 1683 

[College of Arms ms K.6, 108].  Their arms were completely different from those suggested for 

Marter/Martyr family.” 

15.  Richard Martyr b. 1675 married Mistress Lyndon and Thomas born 14 Oct. 1676 

died Feb 22 1677.  The coat of arms is changed, your ancestor helpt the late King Charles 

I of Sacred memorie in hys escape from the Isle of Wight wh. King gave him three 

narcissus flowers as a tiken saying such was all a falln Kinge had left to give soe at the 

glorious Restoration the Royal Herald has as an Honourable Augmentation caused to be 

charged the Shield of Arms in Chief with three cinquefoils or narcissus flowers argent.  

Bear ye then them welle. 

The College of Arms also commented on this entry as follows xl. 

“A search in the College registers for this coat also drew a blank; nor does any reference 

to the surname appear in J. E. Huxford’s, Honour and Arms: The story of some 

Augmentations of Honour (1984).  I then consulted the Dictionary of British Arms: 

Medieval Ordinary, edited by Thomas Woodcock and others, a consolidated index of 

arms found in such medieval sources as seals, rolls of arms, monuments and stained 
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glass.  Volume 3 (2009) includes coats with fesses, but it has no reference to the name 

Martyr or variants, and no sign of the arms Argent a fess and a chief Azure.” 

The blazoning of Note 15, when combined with that of Note 12, is cannily similar to the 

depiction of the complete heraldic achievement shown on the family tree entitled “MARTYR of 

GUILDEFORD” which has numerous shields including those of the Houses of Testard and 

Picard (see Volume II, Chapter 1, page 3, paragraph/Note 16).  This family tree, a black and 

white copy of which is held in the Surrey History Centre, Woking, was most likely produced by 

James Graham de Garlieb MARTYR in the late 1950’s or early 1960’s.   

A copy of this tree was obtained by the author from the Surrey History Centre and the former’s 

provenance stated that the copyright was retained by a Susan Ann MARTYR.  She is the 

daughter of Colin Willard MARTYR (1893-1982) and their lineage comes through the 

Effingham and Greenwich MARTER/MARTYR families.  Below is a rather poor quality copy of 

this complete achievement and which is proudly positioned in the top left hand corner of the tree. 

 

Fig 4-33  The Complete Heraldic Achievement depicted in the “MARTYR of GUILDEFORD”         
Family Tree  

The penultimate paragraph of the Chester Herald’s letter is quite revealing in the context that one 

source I found makes the claim that James Graham de Garlieb Marter was a Herald at the 

College of Arms.   
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“You referred to James Graham de Garlieb Marter ......  He is not recorded in the official 

registers, so I am afraid that I cannot explain his assumption of arms.” 

After completing the draft of this chapter, and having moved on and commenced writing about 

the Guildford MARTIR/MARTAR/MARTER/MARTYR family, a fellow family history 

researcher sent me a photograph of a monument in the Holy Trinity Church in Guildford, Surrey.  

The monument, which was dedicated to John MARTYR (1751-1843), had a family crest 

engraved at the base showing a cubit arm with a fist holding a cross-crosslet fitchee.  This might 

‘exonerate’ James Graham de Garlieb MARTYR to a certain degree!  The crest is shown below. 

 

Close-up Photograph of Family Crest on Marble Monument of John MARTYR (1751-1843) in 
Holy Trinity Church, Guildford, Surrey, England  © Rob Alexander 

 

 There is an interesting paragraph on page 2 of the Chester Herald’s letter which makes mention 

of the Boorman and Martyr families of East Peckham, Kent, England.  Part of this paragraph 

reads thus: 

“2)  In 1829 arms and crest were granted to Thomas Hugh Boorman of East Peckham, Kent, 

esquire, to be borne by all male-line descendants of the grantee’s deceased father William 

Boorman of Lamberhurst, Sussex, gentleman.  Thomas had married Margaret, eldest 

daughter and coheir of Thomas Martyr of East Peckham, esquire, deceased, and arms for 

Martyr were granted at the same time as the Boorman arms and crest:  Per pale Gules and 
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Azure three fusils 14 in fess Argent each charged with a rose Gules barbed and seeded 

proper.  These arms were to be borne by Margaret, and also by her sisters Anne, wife of 

Richard Wild of Canterbury, Kent, and Jane, wife of John Hicks Boorman of Brenchley, 

Kent, and were to pass to the descendants of the three women under the laws of arms 

[College of Arms ms Grants 37, 416].  These laws dictate that the male-line descendants of 

Thomas and Margaret Boorman would bear a quarterly shield, the arms of Boorman in the 

first and fourth quarters, and those of Martyr in the second and third quarters.   

 It seems likely that the grant of arms refers to two brothers, Thomas Hugh Boorman and John 

Hicks Boorman, who married two sisters, Margaret Martyr and Jane Martyr but I cannot be 

certain, as I have not carried out any further work on this family.”  The Chester Herald 

described the arms granted to Thomas Hugh BOORMAN and John Hicks BOORMAN as: 

 Argent on a bend engrailed 15 Gules between two hop-vines with poles proper 

growing out of mounts Vert three stag's heads caboshed  Or; and crest, Upon a 

wreath of the colours [Argent and Gules] A bee volant between two oak branches 

fructed proper. 

From my own research I can confirm that Thomas Hugh Boorman and John Hicks Boorman 

were indeed brothers and that they respectively married Margaret Martyr (baptized 20th August 

1764), and Jane Martyr (baptized 9th February 1770), both at East Peckham, the daughters of 

Thomas Martyr and Margaret Cheeseman.  Margaret Martyr and Thomas Boorman married on 

the 15th April 1794 at East Peckham, and Jane Martyr married John Boorman on the 9th January 

1793 at St Mary’s, Aldermanbury, London, with one of the witnesses to the ceremony being the 

bride’s younger sister, Ann Martyr. 

Sometime later, whilst ‘filling in’ details of other MARTYR family members, I came across a 

Boorman Family Genealogy Blog in which this family was mentioned in the context of an 1899 

book entitled:  A genealogical record of the families of King and Henham, in the county of Kent: 

                                                             
14   In ancient heraldry the fusil is a spindle of yarn; however, in modern heraldry the fusil is more like the lozenge 
but narrower, although the distinction has not always been as fine and is not always observed even today. 

15  The term caboshed means cut off cleanly at the neck, volant means wings spread as in flight, fructed means as 
bearing fruit or seed, and engrailed means semi-circular points or teeth. 
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containing pedigrees of Cox, Knowles, Hopwood, Thornton, Peckham, Sex, Hicks, Hughes, 

Alexander, Woodhams, Larkin, Wild, Coveney, Boorman, Gore, Hatch, Vine, Plane, Iden, etc., 

etc.  This work had been known to me for some time and will be discussed in more detail later in 

Volume II, Chapter 9.  But, more importantly, the blog contained an image of the BOORMAN 

coat of arms which exactly replicated that described in the College of Arms ms Grants 37, 416!   

 

BOORMAN Coat of Arms as Illustrated in the Boorman Family Genealogy Blog xli  

This was great news for me as it saved me a not inconsiderable sum of money by not having to 

order a painted original from the College of Arms for my family history study:  The image itself 

has a story attached to it and I quote from the blog site: 

“So what does this Boorman coat of arms really look like?  Some years ago Terry found a 
black and white line drawing of a Boorman coat of arms on the internet, and our son 
colorized it using the conventions found on the International Heraldry site.  At this point I do 
not know the source of the original graphic (there is more than one version out there!), nor 
can I tell if this crest properly matches the description given by Burke.  Heraldry is a huge 
subject onto itself, and one I know very little about.  So for now we show the above coat of 
arms as an example, and continue to speculate.” 

There are two differences between the description of the original College of Arms granted arms 

and the illustration in the Boorman Family Genealogy Blog.  First, the artist for the latter has 

incorrectly included the vertical shaded line marking on the engrailed red (Gules) bend and 

second has repeated a similar mistake by including the diagonal shaded line markings on the 

green (Vert) mounts.  These shading are those used to represent their respective colours when no 

colours (tinctures) are used in the illustration.  Of course, the depiction of the specific helm and 

mantle are in the gift of the artist concerned to illustrate as he deems appropriate. 
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In his concluding paragraph of his letter of the 26th September, 2012 the Chester Herald echoed 

the ‘health warning’ issued by myself in my Introductory Ramblings of Volume I by making the 

following statement: 

“As you have said, various entries for Marter/Martyr are found in Burke’s The General 

Armory (last edition 1884), Fairbairn’s Book of Crests (4th and last edition, 1905), and 

other similar printed works.  However, there is no printed work which correctly lists all 

the properly-recorded armorial bearings in the official registers of the College of Arms.  

Such publications have been produced since the 17th century and include many correct 

entries of genuine arms, together with incorrect blazons of genuine arms and spurious 

coats adopted without authority.  I am at a loss to suggest the origin of the various 

Marter/Martyr entries; but since the unauthorized use of arms has always been 

widespread, it can only be supposed that individuals of the surname merely adopted 

heraldic devices of their own volition.”  

The Marter Seal:  Part of my early family history research centred on a William Marter of 

Knockholt, Kent.  His father, also a William Marter, was at one time a captain in the East India 

Company.  Research carried out by a descendant of the latter William Marter; Mrs A J Sandoe 

who lived in the Shetland Islands, revealed the existence of a MARTER seal.  I am grateful to 

Bob Kitzmuller, another Marter family historian, who contacted Jill Sandoe and obtained a 

photograph of this seal which is illustrated below: 

 

Fig 4-34  The MARTER Seal as Depicted in Bob Kitzmuller’s Family History Book xlii 
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As can be seen, the seal displays marital arms and is scrolled around its edges and there are no 

colours to describe.  But the similarity between the sinister (left) hand side of the shield and the 

blazoning of the MARTYR coat of arms in Burke’s Encyclopaedia of Heraldry or General 

Armory of England, Scotland, and Ireland which was published in 1844, 1847, 1851, and 1884, 

is startling.   

The dexter (right) hand side of the shield relates to the Pigou coat of arms which consists of three 

spearheads.  The Pigou families were of Huguenot descent originating in Amiens, Picardy, 

France.  Two of the sons of Lawrence Pigou fled from persecution settling their families in 

England in about 1685.   

A review of Burke’s General Armory of 1884 showed three entries for the family name of Pigou 

blazoned on page 803, as follows: 

“Pigou, or Pigot.  Or, three spearheads in fesse ppr.  Crest – A dove with an olive branch 
ppr. 

Pigou  (London; originally of Normandy).  Or, three spearheads gu. Two and one. 

Pigou.  Same Arms.  Crest – A lion’s head erased ppr.”  

The ‘best fit’ to the blazoning of spearheads to those on the MARTER/PIGOU seal is the Pigou 

of London coat of arms, especially as it is ‘Two and one’.  However, to find an illustration of 

such spearheads proved surprisingly problematical.  Eventually, the best I could come up with 

was the following coat of arms for PRYCE: xliii  Sable, three spearheads argent shown below: 

 

Fig 4-35  Coat of Arms of PRYCE, Huntingdonshire, England 
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So, for the Pigou coat of arms, you have to imagine the escutcheon of sable (black) being 

replaced by Or (gold), and the spearhead tincture of argent (silver) being replaced by gules (red). 

To try to throw more light on the seal’s authenticity, I again contacted the College of Arms and 

received this very interesting response, which is reproduced verbatim, below. xliv 

“The photograph of the seal impression captioned ‘MARTER SEAL’ in your notes about 

Captain William Marter has been printed in reverse.  If you are correct in saying that the 

seal was used by him, it no doubt depicts his marital arms, with his assumed arms on the 

dexter impaling those of his wife Jeanne Pigou on the sinister.  However, his assumed 

arms do not belong to Marter or Martyr, but were granted to a man named Thomas 

Martyn.  By patent of Sir Gilbert Dethick, Garter King of Arms, dated 20 November 

1556, armorial bearings were granted to Thomas Martyn of Martyns co. Dorset.  The 

patent is in French (Coll Arm Vincent 163, 102).   

The blazon of the arms can be rendered into modern wording as: 

Argent an eagle displayed Gules beaked Azure a double tressure flory Sable on a 

chief quarterly Or and Gules a rose Argent seeded Or barbed Vert between two 

lions rampant counterchanged armed and langued Gules and the crest On a wreath 

Argent and Gules A griffin rampant Or winged Azure holding between the talons a 

rose Gules seeded Or slipped and leaved Vert.  

 I cannot comment on the arms on the sinister side of the seal, if they are French in origin.  

A spearhead is usually termed a pheon in heraldry.  Without knowing the tinctures, I can 

only blazon the arms as Three pheons.  Of course, many English and Welsh families 

bear these arms in various tinctures.  It would seem that the arms of Martyn were adopted 

by Captain William Marter because of the similarity between the two names.”   

My personal thoughts on the letter’s contents are that the term ‘pheon’ was historically more 

associated with arrowheads rather than spearheads, but that is a minor observation.  In addition, 

whilst it is possible that the photograph of the seal has been printed in reverse it is more likely 

that the photograph is simply that of the underside of the seal.  Again, when asked, Chester 

Herald had the following comment to make. xlv 
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“3.  The seal of the arms used by William Marter, of which a photograph appears in 

Kitzmuller's 'Family History of the Marter Family of Ham' sent with your letter of the 

24th October, is intended to show the arms of a man named Marter impaling those of his 

wife.  However, the photograph is confusing.  There are two possibilities. It could depict 

the seal matrix, which is of course a mirror image of the final wax impression. 

Alternatively, it could be a depiction of the wax impression itself, but with the 

photograph reversed.  In any event, it should be a representation of the arms of Marter on 

the dexter, impaling those of his wife on the sinister.” 

My overall conclusion on the MARTER seal is that the MARTER/MARTYR coat of arms 

depicted had been ‘borrowed’ to make those of MARTER some time prior to Captain William 

MARTER’s marriage to Jean PIGOU on the 14th January 1764, or shortly afterwards to enable 

the marital arms to be displayed and used on the ‘MARTER SEAL’.  
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